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PUBLIC AUCTION 
 
 

in VIGNOLA by Vaccari auction room 
 

philately - postal history 
postcards - literature 

 
sale catalogue no.77 

 
SATURDAY 24 APRIL 2010

First session 9 (local time) 
first part lots 1965-2226 (literature) 

second part lots 1488-1964 (postcards) 
third part lots 1-644 (philately) 

Second session 14:30 (local time) 
lots 645-1487 (philately) 

 
 

the catalogue on-line 
http://www.vaccari.it/filatelia/asta/index.php?_u=_asta&SetLanguage=en 

 
In the site, you can find what you are interested in easily, see the lots reproduced, send your offer quickly 

consult (at the end of the auction) the list of unsold items and prices realised. 
 
 
 

NO COMMISSION CHARGES ON BIDS 
VAT INCLUDED 

 
 

BIDS 
mail, fax, e-mail, or internet bids will be accepted 

until FRIDAY 23 APRIL 2010 - 12 P.M. (local time) 
 
We would like to remind you that in case of equal bids the first one arrived wins and that those who are in 
the auction room have an advantage as they may obtain lots at one sole step of difference. 
 
 
 
Please read TERMS OF SALE carefully 
(in the page of the auction up right) 
http://www.vaccari.it/filatelia/asta/index.php?_u=_cvasta&SetLanguage=en 
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CHARITY INITIATIVE 

 

 
 

www.nphitalia.org 
 
 
Following the positive experience of the past years, even this time, for one of the lots of next auction the 
net return will be assigned to CHARITY and Vaccari srl will add a sum equal to the price realised at the 
auction. The details relevant to the deposit will be published. 
 
 

 
 

The lot (846 - Kingdom of Italy - 1939) is a front of registered letter via air mail from Milan to Buenos 
Aires of 18 February 1939, franked for L.420 with 8 copies Imperial L.50 (4 vertical pairs) + Empire 
Proclamation Ordinary Mail cent.50 + L.1,75+2,75+5 + Air Mail L.2+3+5 - all of them well perforated - 
cent.50 and L.5 Empire with light crease, the others perfect - very rare and good appearance combination 
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HAITI 
AN IMMEDIATE HELP 
FOR THE CHILDREN 

VICTIMS OF THE EARTHQUAKE! 
 
Fondazione Francesca Rava represents, in Italy, the humanitarian organization N.P.H. Nuestros Pequeños 
Hermanos (our little brothers), for 20 years in the isle fourth world of Haiti with several projects for the children, 
under the direction of Father Richard Frechette, priest and doctor in the front line. 

The efforts to collect funds are directed to well defined projects with specific goals, which the Foundation 
realizes in a short time to the benefit of children and respecting those who give their help. 

Fondazione Francesca Rava - N.P.H. Italia Onlus helps children in hard conditions through child sponsorships, 
projects, voluntary work, activities to awaken people to children’s rights. 

It is a non-profit organization recognised by the State, which believes in the efficient use of resources and in 
transparency: audited balance, management accounting. 

It is independent from any political or confessional line-up; it realizes its projects thanks to donations and to 
the help of volunteers who donate their time and professional skills. 
 
 

The actions after the earthquake 
by the Foundation and N.P.H. Haiti 

since 12 January 2010 
 
- 10,000 patients treated by the N.P.H. hospital Saint Damien during the first 3 weeks 
- 700 adults and children a day, in the first days of emergency 
- 230 children a day assisted at present 
- 20 prosthesis for children amputated (130 by March) 
- 68 volunteer doctors and nurses sent from Italy 
- 80 doctors in staff at the Saint Damien, some volunteers and some Haitians 
- 5 moving clinics in the slums to assist more than 100 children each every day 
- 1,500 children in the tent cities, assisted in the N.P.H. Day Camps every day, with 100 Haitians in staff 
- 1 Day Camp behind the hospital 
- 10,000 sandwiches in Francisville every day, delivered to patients and to people in the tent cities 
- 25 transports organized by the Dominican Republic, with medicines, equipment, food and water 
- 2 watertrucks to deliver drinkable water in the slums, each for 1,800 people 


